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GAY VOICES OF HOSTILITY

OFFAGAY BASHERS FEET



LABOUR PARTY-ON
YER BIKE!
For far too long political parties have been telling gays that

their ‘rights’ can only be defended through support for their

particular party. By sheer volume most of this shit comes from
the Labour Party. Indeed, the lies are so transparent that even
the Labour Campaign for Gay Rights (LCGR) is forced to

concede that ‘gay-rights’ are the first things to get ditched

when it comes to woo-ing the voters. Labour Party hacks fully

realise thatwhen they mumble the vague statements about
‘support for gay-rights’ it’ll get numerous gays canvassing for

it as a guarantee for these ‘rights’. But it’s not a simple carrot

and stick situation. It is a fact that Labour controlled city

councils are handing out (small) amounts of grant money to

gay groups. One of the reasons is to create a professional caste

of gays whose niche,whilst dependent on these grants for their

jobs, also stifle any opposition to the Labour Party. The
Labour Party is nothing but a middle class careers office

battling with the tories for the control of the working class.

And that’s the reason why the GLC can give money to

middle class careerist gays; it can neutralise class conscious

opposition to the Labour Party within its own ranks. Work-
ing class people have grown up being told that the Labour
Party ‘fights’ for us when we know damn well that it fights

merely to enslave us to capital and its putrilying morality.

Kinnock: He calls us ‘wooftersj'pansies’ etc, he loathes us.

At the grass roots level the local canvasser and camp-
aigner is an essential part of the electoral machine. I f
they.re part of a minority, all the better - another ‘vote
catching ideology’ to stick in their manifesto. Poor Peter
Tatchell, he couldn’t have made a worse calculation. He
believed that the Labour Party was beginning to accept gays
in their own right and it logically followed (as far as the
Labour Party voters were concerned) that his election in the
labour stronghold of Bermondsey would reflect this. He was
wrong on both counts. Unsuccessfully dumped by Michael
Foot but successfully dumped by the voters of Bermondsey,
Tatchell will remain little more than a historic foot note
and an embarrassment to the ‘liberal’ pretensions of the
Labour Party.

Now that the Labour Party has got rid of that geriatric

homophobe Foot, they have a new leader at the helm, Neil
Kinnock. This new leader of a party which ‘supports the
family’ can only blithely refer to us as ‘woofters’, ‘pansies’,

and ‘perverts’. Apart from this new leadership the attitude
of the Labour Party remains the same. And what an irony it is

indeed that when the Labour Party says that it opposes
racial discrimination one of its own strongholds, Hackney,
is censured by the CRE for its racist housing policy - this
the GLC s anti-racist year. If they can treat black people in
this way, what on earth are they going to do with us ?

As for the rest of the left, their record isn’t any better. After
attacking gays physically and verbally (“Homosexuality is a
system of bourgeois decadence”) they are now allowing gays
into their organisations ( a phenomenon which has only
happened in the last 15 years. They certainly don’t possess the
carrots of the Labour Party but they do have the sticks.

Support these groups and they’ll support gay
well, after the revolution comrade. These bastards have the
nerve to tell us to support the most despotic regimes the world
has ever seen because it’s ‘progress through socialism’. The
tyranny of these regimes make the barbarity of our own
liberal democracy seem like lotus land; they even make the
waffen SS look like Sunday School teachers ! In these regimes
life is pretty grim for the average heterosexual. For gays,
however, it is not unusual to be sent to concentration camps
- ‘re-education camps’.

Even when the Labour Party and the Left can endorse some
miniscule aspect of ‘gay-rights’ they still miss the point. The
peicemeal ‘rights’ they give on one hand are quickly taken
away on the other. My liberation as a homosexual goes hand in
hand with a total world revolution which establishes its own
values which are not based on bourgeois ‘rights’. Political

parties only want us to confine us to play their games. They
see us as some sort of bacillus existing off a host. If that’s
their analogy, so be it, but they’ll find that the bacillus is an
inconfinable plague to which no-one is immune.
The state cannot guarantee my freedom as a gay nor as a

member of the working class - it would be a contradiction in
terms. The left can only offer the same form of slavery with
different masters. We refuse to be chained any longer and will

work for the destruction of this system, we will smash all

those who stand in our way. The future can only be ours.

ONWARD GAY BROTHERS
ONWARD GAY SISTERS

ONWARD TO LIBERATION
SMASH THE STATE

ROGUE TROOPER

The article below is the text from a leaflet which was dis-

tributed by a group called ‘London Autonomists’ at the

most recent ‘Kill the Bill’ march in London. It relates to

the wider provisions the police will gain when the new
police bill is passed. Although it says fuck all about gays

it does offer a good analysis of not only the extention

of power to the police but also the integration of po-
licing tactics into leftist ideology.

The new bill will in effect legalise what is already com-
mon practice on our streets. Loads of us have been
nicked on trumped up charges of “breach of the peace’,

‘soliciting’ ,etc, sometimes we get off. This bill is de-

signed so that we don’t. It is futile to beleive that we
can fight this bill in parliament-wehave to fight this

bill (and the old bill) on the streets.

Some of you will think that this is a tactic that will

lead to violence, and you’re dead right. But just re-

member that the ideas we have of gay liberation come
from the struggles of other gays who did fight the

cops and who did riot against their oppression.

Christopher Street wasn’t so long ago.

THE BLUE

RINSE

STARTS

TO RUN
Some people would like to see the police made more

accountable, more ‘democratic’. Our attitude is a little

simpler. We hate them.

All politicians, of whatever party, are united in their desire

for a strong police force. Despite some feeble criticisms they
always end up congratulating them for a ‘good job done’. But
when the police are portrayed as kindly and supportive, we
know the reality is far different. Arrogant, brutal, repressive: we
have every reason to see the law as an occupying force on our
streets. And we have every right to deal with them as such.

Peel’s Police,
RAW LOBSTERS,
Dlue Devils,

Or by whatever other appropriate Name
they may be known.

Notice is hereby given
9

That a Subscription lias been entered

into, to supply the PEOPLE with

STAVES of a superior Effect, either

for Defence or Punishment, which will be
in readiness to be gratuitously distributed

whenever a similar unprovoked, and there*

fore unmanly and blood-thiraty Attack,
be again made upon Englishmen, by a
Force unknown to the British Consti-
tution, and called into existence by a
Parliament illegally constituted, legislat-

ing fbr their individual interests, conse-

quently in opposition to the Public good.

Anti-Police broadsheet handed out in 1830

Ever since they were set up in the middle of the last century,

the police have bean at the forefront in the efforts to control
the working class. By protecting the wealthy from attack they
have forced crime back into our own ranks. The true meaning of
law and order is for us to vent our anger on each other instead

of letting the rich and privileged take the full brunt of our in-

stinctive class hatred. Racism and petty crime amongst people
who should be fighting side by side, together with the shadowy
control wielded by organised criminals over their own comm-
unities all add up to the old game of divide and rule. Whether
knowingly supported or not, this policy is backed by every one
of our so called representatives.



With the collapse of the welfare state the leftist fantasy of

“policing by consent” becomes more absurd every day. The

attacks on our already pitiful living standards can only be made

when backed by the strong arm of the law. It may be smashing

up workers’ picket lines and occupations, the onslaught against

unauthorised gatherings of the young and unemployed, or raids

into our housing estates and homes. How can w ‘consent” to

this ? Only the cossetted-middle class can pretend this doesiTt

happen - and that it won’t happen on an ever wider scale.

We say that the Police Bill merely legalises what is already

common practice on our streets. The Police Bill is a blatant

threat to the working class. “Our” rulers are telling us that

should we step out of line in any way they deem, they will set

the full fury of the police onto us. And these are early days yet.

What other repressive laws are they going to come up with

as the crisis bites deeper ? These new provisions are prepar-

ations that they are making for a stormy future. If we are

serious we must make ours without delay and get ready to meet

them on our own terrain, the streets.

By looking at the Police Bill in a wider social context, we can

see that it is designed to meet a more violent class response to

the deepening crisis in our cities. By making legal provisions for

area saturation policing, this shows that their concern is not

only the control of individuals but also the quelling of the first

signs of urban revolt. They want to drive us off the streets and

back into an isolated existence locked up in our own homes,

pursuing a sterile privatised lifestyle, never questioning the

system as it crumbles around us. They will not tolerate any

life outside those activities and spheres of influence they

organise and control.

But there is an answer: 1981 destroyed the myth of police in-

vincibility. For a week the whole establishment was rocked to

its foundations as town after town exploded with our reply to

class society. Despite their shortcomings, these events marked

the change from mere defensive reflexes to an offensive against

the system. They set the tone for the future. The ruling class

knows that. So do we. Let us get down to business.

THE RED ARM OF THE LAW

How is it that the Labour Party and the left are always in the

driving seat of any campaign that seems to be against increasing

police powers. The answer is so obvious that you could easily

overlook it. When they’re out of office, the Labour Party des-

perately needs to jump on whatever bandwagon will help it

recruit new members and more importantly catch votes in the

next general election. This is nothing new. They’ve been at it

for years: the People’s March for Jobs, the Anti-Nazi League,

Rock Against Racism. Each time they are squeezed dry and

cynically discarded. This process can be seen working very

smoothly with the peace movement as they protest about the

very weapons that the labour government brought in to the

country in the first place. And how many campaigns was

Benn involved in when he was a minister.

Given the Labour Party’s opposition to the Police Bill, let’s

have a look at their past achievements in the field of law and

order: The Prevention of Terrorism Act, arming the police

with riot equipment (the shields were first used at Lewisham

in 1977), strengthening elite units like the SPG. When in office

the Labour Party has given the police every ounce of its

support as they smash down those who fight back outside the

cosy confines of their rigged publicity stunts. Are we meant to

believe that some miraculous change of heart has taken place ?

Or are tfey going to continue in the spirit of Eric Heffer MP

when as the police were routed on the streets in 1981 he said

“Rioters and looters must be punished with all due severity.”

When they talk about ‘policing by consent’ this is because

they recognise that ‘consent’ has to be created in first place.

The police on their own cannot do this. They need the help of

social workers, teachers, community leaders. Oozing 9oeialist

sincerity, these soft cops try to make us accept our alienation

as a natural part of everyday life. These new welfare state

gentry have the nerve to think that they can lead us in

struggle. In the inner cities they make up the left establish-

ment; running the councils, forming police committees, and

whatever they say, their true role lies in diverting our anger

into the most irrelevant community schemes and projects,

trying to make us embittered individuals feel closer to the

system that divides and isolates us. The contempt with which

we treat them in the political arena is only one face of the

hostility we show them in the “caring, sharing, socialist

network.”

For the extreme left, their adventures into electoral politics

have been a devastating disappointment and have only resulted

in a series of lost deposits. They are now generally united in

the belief that their progress is dependant on the electoral

success of the Labour Party, despite its shortcomings (‘vote

labour without illusions’). Worming their way into the lab-

yrinth of party committees, they hope to develop an alter-

native leadership within the party. As workers’ distrust and

discontent with the traditional leadership grows, they want

to neutralise it by feeding it back into the Labour Party

machinery and disipating it in support for left-wing caucuses.

Being part of an established institution, such as the Labour

Party, and at the same time part of the militant left is not

a contradiction. It’s just a question of tactics. When it

comes down to it, the extreme left has no intention of

abolishing the police force. They merely want to give these

‘workers in blue’ the opportunity to obey the instructions

of their own political gang. If they got to power we would

have the same social fabric, with a socialist police force

kicking our heads in with their socialist boots.

Although these different groupings are often in fierce com-

petition, reformist and ‘revolutionary’ alike seek to ride

to power on the back of our struggle. So they must try to

control that struggle right from the start. We are the canon

fodder for their ‘tactical advantages’ to be safely put away

in prison when no longer needed.

We have no need of these parasites. They leap from issue

to issue, holding back those ready to put up a real fight and

recruiting the more gullible amongst us. We’ve got to fight on

our own terms, and let these vote cadgers wander in the wild-

erness of their own impotence.

OF LAMBS AND
WOLVES

Bruce Kent: His cassock will make a fine Black flag.

Monseigneur Bruce Kent seems to have many fingers in

about just as many pies. He is avery influential and articulate

gentleman, which probably explains why he hasn’t become too

much of an embarassment to the CND (otherwise known as

the Campaign for Real War). Remember when a section of the

fencing at Greenham Common got tom down ? Yeah! a

copper was laid out when a concrete post fell on his head (ha-

ha-ha). What did our priest do ? Why he sent a letter to the pig

expressing his regret and sorrow about the whole incident.

(Women who received broken fingers from the soldiers did not

get similar notes of sympathy). Now he has been seen at an

airport greeting home the mercenaries who murdered in

Angola. The Gay CND seem to be ominously silent about the

goings on with our priest. Concerning this latter story, could

it possibly be related to the fact that the people behind the

Gay CND are maoists and that it was the Chinese who were

supplying the reactionary Unita forces to fight the Russian

backed MPLA. Tut,tut, David and Aubrey, your colours are

beginning to show !

SCUM!!

Rich breeders dancing. Kill THEM, KILL THEM ALL!!

Inspite of the talk about the recession and all of us ‘having

to tighten our belts’ the rich still maintain their strangle hold

over our lives. Despite the poverty most of us have to endure

the rich are still living it up and pissing on us (and I don’t

mean golden showers). It naturally follows that with their

money they’ve got control of the media - they own it after

all. These scum are the iniators of anti-gay tirades. They pump

out their phobias and fear in their newspapers which when

digested by the masses is translated into hate campaigns. Many

gay people have been murdered because of these campaigns,

but don’t blame the killer too much. He was a tool of the

rich media controllers, he carried out what the propaganda

wanted him to do. The rich always get away with it, its time

these bastards got a taste of what we feel.

Recently the rich did get a taste of our anger. On March 1st

several groups (including the Wolverine) attended the ‘Horse

and Hounds Ball’ at the Grosvenor House Hotel, London,

where the rich were living it up. What a surprise they got when

they saw us. Grouped around a large banner (which said

‘Behold Your Future Executioners’) we spat at, kicked, and

punched the bourgeois as they walked past us; They had to

run a gauntlet. One bourgeois woman hit a comrade with her

handbag, she replied by smacking her in the mouth. The

bourgeois beat a hasty retreat. This is just the start of a

campaign, so let’s all get in there and hit the rich scum even

harder.



CLASS AND
IMAGE

Nastier than
the video. .

.

The middle classes have got a certain fascination for gays

(well, gay men at least). According to them we’re highly

talented and artistic. In other words middle class people want

to think that gays are middle class. This is an indication of the

real snobbery they hold because they like to think that the

working class male is uneducated, macho, and a sexist pig to

boot. This is all very alarming to those of us who are working

class and gay. The images the middle classes present of gays

is highlighted by their fetishization of characters like Wilde,

Carpenter, Whitman, etc. However there are gay characters

who not suprisingly the middle classes prefer to ignore. People

like the Anarchist Ravachol, who blew up and killed members

of the Parisian bourgeoisie in the late 19th century. They

focus on the literary talents of Genet, leaving aside the fact

that he was a theif, burglar, pickpocket and a fugitive from

most of the european states because of his criminal activity.

Due to his present confinement in one of HM prisons we can

now claim pig-shooter David Marten (buy this man an escape

rope).

ANARCHIST AND
HOMOSEXUAL

Most gays are working class but the media image we’re given

is that the two are mutually exclusive. All in all this means
that the middle classes are using a divisive tactic such that

they want gays to hate the working class. Well, I’m sorry you

shitbags ’cos it ain’t gonna work. I’m not proud to be working

class, I’m not proud to live in poverty; it was a decision that

I had no say in when I was bom. However, I am proud to say

that I am part of the class, part of the rising class of disposs-

essed who will one day terrorise the bourgeoisie and destroy

the system. Despite all the attempts the middle classes make,

they are beginning to realise that they can’t buy off those

peoples who have a vision of a new world in their brains, and

those people are us. Remember, middle-class scum, there are

no prisoners taken in the class war and we’ve got a score to

settle with you!

and she’s got this eel. She pushes
this eel — it’s alive— into a rubber
and then she pushes it up inside her.

She takes it out and sticks it in a pan
of boiling water and eats it. That
was really horrible.’

film n^ âa\n»aMng/rh^E
blokes kissing . 1 hated that ’

Darren: ‘Do you know about the

man in the suitcase? He comes
round our house every week. He’s a
geezer with a sheepskin coat. He’s
got tapes in his case, the ones with

HIT BACK
AND HARD

"Jo and Liz were sitting drinking Brivic orange in the “Three

Wheatsheaves ” pub. Upper Street, Islington, when the whole

pub seemed to erupt around them ‘as a result of their offensive

behaviour'. This consisted of them holding hands and kissingi

Soon the police arrived, ignoring one man who had punched
Jo and twisted Liz’s arm. They were taken to the station and
held until 5am to be charged, ironically, with being drunk and
disorderly. ” Socialist Gay
This story is only too typical of the sort of treatment we get

from straights. Unfortunately, this story is only the tip of the

iceberg; it is an everyday story. How much longer are we going

to put up with this filth ? Not all straights physically attack us,

but those who do should receive a sharp reminder that the

days in which they can push us around are numbered. Places

like these are legitimate targets for our anger. Boycotting

won’t work, the local clientele would love that anyway. No,

more adventurous action is called for. We can operate

between gluing the pubs locks to, and if a team gets together,

wading in there tooled up with iron bars, hammers etc. and

beat the shit out of the men who attacked our sisters. We have

the advantage of knowing where they are but they don’t know
where we come from.
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Many thanks to Little A litho printers Ltd for the
Typesetting.

Social Workers,

Get Lost

!

In Gay Youth no.10, Margeret Gregory, social worker and

national organiser for Friend gay councilling organisation

defended her job as a police informant. Accordingly, since

social workers have to work within the strict limits of the law,

she places herself in the position where any criminal activity

she comes across is duly related back to the boys in blue.

“It may be necessary to go to the police and report the

situation. The councillor must not collude with criminal

activity. ”

For gay men this ‘criminal activity’ revolves around the age

of consent, 21 years. Margeret Gregory doesn’t reject this law,

she upholds it. Indeed, intercourse involving men under 21

years old is a ‘sexual offence’. This society is criminal in the

proper sense of the word. It plunders and destroys and sub-

jugates all to its tyranny. Those who oppose it consciously

or unconsciously, through acts which are natural are called

criminal. Thus when a man loves a boy, or a boy loves a man
it calls this love a crime. This system, when it is not stirring

people up to hate gays come s down just as hard when it tries

to limit us to act withinlegally defined ages of consent. This

law, just like the rest of them stinks. We get nicked by the

cops all the time and now we’ve got gay social workers

trying to tell us the pigs are ‘alright’. Of course M. Gregory

believes in ‘gay solidarity’ but what sort of solidarity is she

talking about ? We get hassled by the cops, she grasses people

up to them.

No Margeret Gregory, we’ve got nothing in common with
you.jso let’s cut out the ‘solidarity’ crap. We probably mean
nothing to you except we’re the source of your wage packet
at the end of the month. We’re probably the source of much
merriment and idle chatter at your cheese and wine parties
- ‘interesting case’, ‘super workload’. The only problems
you’ve ever had is in making a career out of gay councilling
- and I doubt if that was very tricky! ^
Margeret Gregory and types like her don’t understand that

they’re not needed. Social workers try to assess what our
‘problems ’ are but they haven’t worked out what the first one
is IT'S THEM.

Court. BrydhXftstidy, quoted
in Hend&gQmfare
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WOLVERINE
The ‘Wolverine’, as you will probably have guessed a new

publication. We can’t aim to please everyone (we certainly

think we shouldn’t)
,
but if you like the idea of the ‘Wolverine’

and can’t find yourself in the pages, then why don’t you send

us an article. We don’t promise that it’ll get published, but if

it’s good then it’ll stand a chance of getting printed. There are

no subscriptions to ‘Wolverine’ but feel free to make a

donation (we really need it, man, ’cos we’re all broke and

unemployed.

Our contact address is:

Wolverine
c/o Box 17,

Cl Metropolitan Wharf,
Wapning Wall,
London El


